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Corgi first appeared in the toy shops of Great Britain in 1956 as a new range of diecast model cars from Mettoy Playcraft Ltd. These new toy cars were soon a huge hit and
were famous at the time for their transparent plastic windows, soon becoming known as
‘the ones with windows’. In its first year of trading, Corgi sold 2.75 million cars, making
it the clear leader of the British toy car industry. Corgi has won many awards, including
‘The Queen’s Award to Industry’ and the National Association of Toy Retailers Highest
Standards Award in 1966, and more recently in January 2015, the James Bond DB5
was the winner of the Toy Fair Best New Toy Award in the Hobby category.

Key to feature icons

Please visit www.corgi.co.uk/catalogue2017 to locate your nearest Corgi stockist
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M I L I TA RY A I RCR A F T
Corgi presents The Aviation Archive, a range of high quality detailed die-cast metal model aircraft. Each
model comes complete with an individually numbered certificate of authenticity detailing the significant history
of each aircraft. The Aviation Archive is a collectable series of aircraft spanning over a hundred years of
aviation history. The collection includes biplanes, fighters, bombers, personnel carriers, jets and helicopters
from various theatres of war across the world. Each aircraft comes with a display stand and many have
optional parts enabling the model to be posed either in flight or stationary with the undercarriage down.

AA28401 English Electric Lightning F.6 XR728/JS, RAF No.11 Squadron, Binbrook.
Now preserved by the Lightning Preservation Group, Bruntingthorpe, England

1:48
Wingspan
220mm

EDITION

If the Supermarine Spitfire is considered to be Britain’s most famous piston engined fighter, then
its direct jet powered counterpart was certainly the superlative English Electric Lightning.
Representing a huge leap in aviation technology, the Lightning possessed incredible
performance, becoming the most capable interceptor fighter in the world when first
introduced in 1960 and Britain’s primary interceptor for the following two
decades. With a unique vertically stacked Rolls Royce Avon engine
arrangement, the Lightning could boast speed and climb performance
statistics which would eclipse most of today’s fighter aircraft and was
the world’s first aircraft capable of super-cruise (supersonic flight
without using reheat) - it was likened by pilots lucky enough to
fly this aviation hot-rod as being, ‘saddled to a skyrocket’.
As the only all-British built Mach 2 plus capable fighter
aircraft, this Cold War warrior occupies a unique
place in aviation history and remains as one of
the finest achievements of the British aviation
industry. In all, nine RAF Squadrons were
equipped with the mighty English Electric
Lightning, which defended the airspace of the
UK, Near and Far East and the former
West Germany. Exported to the
air forces of both Saudi Arabia
and Kuwait, the Saudi contract actually
represented the UK’s largest ever export
order at the time it was placed.

The model here is represented by way of a digital rendering of the Corgi design.
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AA37808

1:48
Wingspan
185mm

EDITION

4

Albatros D.Va D.7327/17, Lt. Lothar Weiland, Jasta 5, Seefrontstaffel 1, July 1918

The astonishing pace of aviation development during the First World War saw the aeroplane develop from a reconnaissance spotter, to a deadly air
superiority fighter. Arguably, the most important German fighting scout aircraft of WWI was the Albatros series of aircraft, which saw almost constant use
between 1916 and 1918 and were used by many of the great German aces to score large numbers of aerial victories.
The German Air Service had enjoyed a period of dominance following the introduction of the Fokker Eindecker, but more capable Allied fighters soon
began to challenge this superiority. In August 1916, the new Albatros D.1 began to arrive on the Western Front and proved to be an instant success. With
a powerful 160hp Mercedes engine and twin 7.92mm Spandau machine-guns, the Albatros had an exceptional climb rate and could cruise at high
speeds. Over the next two years, Albatros Flugzeugwerke continuously developed the aircraft, culminating in the excellent D.Va version of the original
design, which proved to be the workhorse of the Luftstreitkrafte. Unfortunately for the German pilots, by this time the British and French had introduced
much more capable fighters of their own.

Please visit www.corgi.co.uk/catalogue2017 to locate your nearest Corgi stockist

AA38306 Fokker DR.1 Triplane 213/17 ‘K’,
Lt. Friedrich ‘Fritz’ Kempf, Jasta 2 ‘Boelcke’, Proville
by Cambrai Aerodrome, France, May 1917

1:48
Wingspan
151mm

EDITION

The pace of aviation development
throughout the First World War was
nothing short of astonishing and saw
the aeroplane become a critical
component of any future military planning.
Initially required to allow accurate observation of
enemy positions and troop movements, it
quickly became apparent that denying the
enemy the ability to obtain this type of
reconnaissance information would be vital and
the first aerial duels began to take place. Early
exchanges were nothing more than pilots
shooting at their adversaries using their service
revolvers, but specially designed fighter aircraft
soon began to appear, determined to gain
superiority of the air. Perhaps the most famous
German fighter of the First World War was the
Fokker Dr.1 Triplane, or Dreidecker, which was
produced to counter the British Sopwith Triplane
introduced so successfully during the Battle of
Arras in April 1917. Produced in relatively small
numbers, the DR.1 was operated by elite units
and in the hands of such ace pilots as Manfred
von Richthofen, earned the aircraft a
fearsome reputation.

M I L I TA R Y A I R C R A F T
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AA38108 Sopwith Camel F.1 B6313, Major
William George ‘Billy’ Barker, C/O RAF No.139
Squadron, Italy September 1918

1:48
Wingspan
176mm

EDITION
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The agile and highly manoeuvrable
Sopwith Camel was without doubt one
of the most successful fighter aircraft of the
First World War and accounted for more
enemy aircraft destroyed than any other British
type. Named Camel as a result of the hump
shaped fairing that housed the two 0.303 in
Vickers machine guns, this
supreme fighter aircraft was a
real handful to operate
effectively, with the torque from its
powerful rotary engine constantly
trying to flip the Camel into a potentially
life threatening spin. If tamed, the Camel was
the finest fighting aircraft yet produced and
was superior to all contemporary German
fighters. During the 17 months of its
operational service at the end of WWI,
Sopwith Camel pilots would claim an average
of 76 aerial victories each month, helping the
Allied air forces wrestle air supremacy from
the Luftstreitkrafte.

Please visit www.corgi.co.uk/catalogue2017 to locate your nearest Corgi stockist

AA36211

1:72
Wingspan
135mm

Gloster Sea Gladiator N5519/G6A, No,802 Naval Air Squadron, HMS Glorious, June 1939

The beautiful Gloster Gladiator represented the absolute pinnacle of biplane fighter design, but entered service just as the first of the fast monoplane fighters
were already dictating the future of aerial warfare. A thoroughbred aircraft in every sense of the word, the Gladiator was the last biplane fighter to enter RAF
service and the first to feature a fully enclosed cockpit. Highly manoeuvrable and extremely fast by biplane standards, the Gladiator also served with the
Royal Navy, with aircraft modified for operations at sea by the inclusion of a strengthened fuselage, arrester hook and catapult spools, as well as provision for
the stowage of an inflatable dinghy. Sea Gladiator N5519 wears the attractive pre-war colours of No.802 NAS, serving on board HMS Glorious, with the
black fin marking this aircraft as the Squadron Commander’s mount. All twelve of 802 Squadrons Gladiators were lost in June 1940 when HMS Glorious was
sunk by the German Battleship Scharnhorst, during operations in the defence of Norway.

EDITION

The model here is represented by way of a digital rendering of the Corgi design.
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AA27606

1:72
Wingspan
172mm

EDITION
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Hawker Hurricane Mk.1 N2359/YB-J, ‘Winged Popeye’, P.O Leonard Walter Stevens, RAF No.17 Squadron, Debden 1940

Responsible for destroying more enemy aircraft during the Battle of Britain than the combined total of the rest of Britain’s defences, the Hawker Hurricane
was the workhorse aircraft of Fighter Command’s defiant resistance against the Luftwaffe. A stable gun platform, the Hurricane was relatively simple to fly
and even easier to maintain and could be produced much quicker than the all-metal Spitfire, which was crucial as replacement aircraft would be needed in
large numbers. Pilot Officer Leonard Walter Stevens of No.17 Squadron received Hurricane N2359 as a replacement for an earlier aircraft damaged in
combat with the Luftwaffe on 11th August 1940 and applied some rather elaborate artwork to the port side of his Hurricane. It was extremely unusual for
RAF fighters to carry any form of unauthorised artwork during the Battle of Britain, so the sight of a ‘Winged Popeye’ must have caused quite a stir around
Debden airfield, although they would have had more important matters at hand. Pilot Officer Leonard W Stevens served with No.17 Squadron throughout
the Battle of Britain, only to be killed in a mid-air collision between two Spitfires in May 1941.

Please visit www.corgi.co.uk/catalogue2017 to locate your nearest Corgi stockist

AA28004 Messerschmitt Bf 109E-4 ‘Yellow 1’
Oblt. Gerhard Schopfel, Staffelkapitan 9/JG26,
Caffiers, France, August 1940

1:72
Wingspan
137mm

EDITION

By the early stages of the Battle of Britain, Luftwaffe pilot
Gerhard Schopfel had already achieved the status of
fighter ace, but during August
1940, he was to increase his
victory tally significantly. His most
successful day came on the 18th
August, whilst leading an
independent hunting patrol
of Messerschmitt Bf 109E
fighters across southern
England. Whilst over the
Folkestone area, he spotted the
Hurricanes of No.510 Squadron
climbing out of Hawkinge, but rather
than immediately attacking the RAF fighters,
Schopfel and his wingman dived underneath the
aircraft to approach from their blind spot.
Unnoticed by the Hurricanes, Schopfel shot down
the two tail-end-Charlies, expecting to see the
remaining aircraft immediately breaking for cover,
but they carried on their course. He managed to
shoot down a further two Hurricanes, including the
aircraft of RAF aces Donald McKay and Kenneth Lee,
who both managed to successfully bale out of their
stricken fighters.

M I L I TA R Y A I R C R A F T
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AA38807

1:72
Wingspan
245mm

Dornier Do17Z-2 U5-BH, 1./KG.2 ‘Holzhammer’ Tatoi, Greece, May 1941 ‘Operation Marita’

Developed during the early 1930s under the restrictions of the Treaty of Versailles, the Dornier Do17 was originally described as a freight aircraft for the
German State Railway and a high-speed mail aircraft for Lufthansa. The aircraft was in fact a new breed of fast attack aircraft, or Schnellbomber, which was
intended to carry out lightning bombing attacks, at speeds making it almost impervious to enemy fighter attack. With its sleek tapering fuselage, the Do17
was nicknamed ‘The Flying Pencil’ and whilst this design certainly prevented the aircraft from carrying anything other than a modest bomb load, its profile
made it more difficult to target in the melee of a dogfight. Seeing extensive service in the early part of WWII, the Do17s of KG.2 would support Luftwaffe
operations during ‘Operation Marita’ as the Wehrmacht attempted to invade Allied occupied Greece, following a failed Italian offensive. Attacking ground
and coastal targets, the Dorniers also took a heavy toll of Allied shipping in the Mediterranean theatre.

EDITION
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AA38507 Messerschmitt Bf 110E-2 G9+LN,
Oblt. Heinz-Wolfgang Schnaufer, 5./NJG.1, St
Trond, Belgium June 1942

1:72
Wingspan
221mm

EDITION

Although the Messerschmitt Bf 110 heavy fighter
proved to be something of a disappointment during
the dogfights of the Battle of Britain, it did continue
to serve successfully in a number of roles
throughout WWII and
developed into a
particularly formidable
Nightfighter. With many of
the world’s most successful
Nightfighter aces flying the Bf 110
during their operational careers, this night
hunter took a heavy toll of Bomber Command
aircraft, as they patrolled the skies of
Northern Europe. As the most successful
Nightfighter ace of WWII Heinz-Wolfgang
Schnaufer flew the Messerschmitt Bf 110
exclusively and claimed an incredible 121
aerial victories from just 164 combat missions
flown. The 21st February 1945 proved to be
Schnaufer’s most formidable day, when he
managed to bring down no fewer than nine RAF
four-engined bombers in one day – two in the
early hours of the morning and a further seven in
just nineteen minutes that same evening.
Messerschmitt Bf 110 G9+LN was the aircraft in
which this supreme nocturnal predator claimed his
first victory in June 1942.

The model here is represented by way of a digital rendering of the Corgi design.
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AA27503 Short Sunderland Mk.III W3999/
RB-Y No.10 Squadron RAAF, RAF Mount Batten,
Plymouth Sound, Devon, Early 1942

1:72
Wingspan
478mm

EDITION
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The majestic Sunderland flying boats of RAF Coastal
Command were some of the most impressive aircraft
of the Second World War and performed vital
duties in protecting Britain’s sea lanes from enemy
attack. With crews having to endure long and
arduous patrols, they would often be sent to
rescue downed airmen in perilous situations,
with little thought for their own safety. Such an
incident occurred on 21st June 1942,
when the crew of Sunderland
W3999 took off from RAF Mount
Batten to try and locate a dinghy
containing the crew of a ditched
Coastal Command No.172 Squadron
Vickers Wellington. On reaching the search
area, the Sunderland, along with an
accompanying Whitley patrol aircraft, were
attacked by a German Arado Ar196 float
plane, with the Sunderland taking a number of
hits. Losing height immediately, the flying boat
effected a landing on the open sea, but at the
end of its landing run was seen to explode and
sink beneath the waves. Coming under further
attack, the Whitley took evasive action, before
setting course for home, with the crew having the
unpleasant task of confirming that there were no
survivors from this tragic incident.

Please visit www.corgi.co.uk/catalogue2017 to locate your nearest Corgi stockist

AA36711

1:72
Wingspan
277mm

Junkers Ju-88C-6 F8+BX, 13./KG40, Lorient, France 1943 – Battle over the Biscay

The Junkers Ju-88 proved to be one of the most versatile and effective German aircraft of the Second World War. Designed initially as a high speed
bomber, able to outpace fighter aircraft sent to challenge it, early Ju88 units endured a difficult introduction to combat, especially during the Battle of
Britain. Despite the Ju-88 being the latest bomber to enter service, pilots had not had time to familiarise themselves with this advanced aircraft and it
suffered loss rates higher than the older Heinkel He-III and Dornier Do-17. Many were lost in training accidents or attributed to pilot unfamiliarity with the
advanced aircraft, but constant development soon turned the Schnellbomber into a fine aircraft, with the basic airframe capable of supporting numerous
modifications. Indeed, the Ju-88 was in constant production throughout WWII and was produced in greater numbers than any other twin engined aircraft
of the Second World War.

EDITION
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AA28104 Curtiss Hawk 81-A-2 P8127 ‘White 47’,
Robert ‘R.T’ Smith, 3rd Squadron American Volunteer
Group, Kunming, China, June 1942

1:72
Wingspan
157mm

EDITION
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As some of the most celebrated pilots in the history of
air warfare, the Flying Tigers of the 1st American
Volunteer Group achieved
incredible success against
overwhelming odds in their
robust but ageing Curtiss fighters,
at a time when Japanese forces were
advancing across vast areas of the
Pacific region. A volunteer force of just
100 pilots, equipped with aircraft
originally destined for the RAF Desert Air
Force, the Flying Tigers are
often misconceived as an
ill-disciplined group of
journeymen flyers, who
were simply in it for the
money. In fact, they were
highly trained fighter pilots who had all
volunteered to fight in some of the most
inhospitable conditions endured by any pilots
during WWII and as they entered combat in
the days following the infamous Pearl Harbor
attack, they were determined to destroy as
many Japanese aircraft as they could. In this
aim, they were spectacularly successful, posting
some of the most impressive combat kill ratios of the
entire war.

Please visit www.corgi.co.uk/catalogue2017 to locate your nearest Corgi stockist

AA36510

1:72
Wingspan
174mm

Hawker Typhoon lB RB389/I8-P ‘Pulverizer IV’, No.440 Squadron RCAF ‘City of Ottawa’

As far as names painted on the side of aircraft used during the Second World War are concerned, there can hardly be a more appropriate one than the
name given to Hawker Typhoon RB389, flown by Canadian pilot Flt. Lt. Harry Hardy. Known as ‘Pulverizer IV’, the Typhoon was something of an airborne
battering ram, providing close air support to advancing ground units and pounding German strongpoints, armour and troop concentrations with a
combination of bombs, rockets and cannon fire. These missions, often flown at low level were particularly hazardous for Typhoon pilots, which were not
only vulnerable to attack by Luftwaffe fighters, but also from ground fire and ground hazards. The dangerous nature of these operations is highlighted by
the fact that there were three previous Typhoons flown by Flt. Lt. Hardy bearing the name Pulverizer, all three of which were damaged or destroyed whilst
on operations.

EDITION
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AA27705 North American P-51D Mustang 44-13586/C5-T ‘Hurry Home Honey’, Capt. Richard A ‘Pete’ Peterson, 364th Fighter
Squadron, 357th Fighter Group, Leiston, Suffolk July 1944

1:72
Wingspan
155mm

EDITION

The red and yellow checked noses of the USAAF 357th Fighter Group became a familiar sight in the skies above enemy occupied Europe in the final months of
WWII and served both to reassure US Bomber crews that their ‘Little Friends’ were in attendance and to warn attacking Luftwaffe fighters that they were facing
an elite fighting unit. The 357th were the first Eighth Air Force Fighter Group to receive the new North American P-51 Mustang towards the end of 1943 and
immediately began their conversion training at Raydon airfield in East Anglia. Transferring to nearby Leiston, the unit became operational in February 1944 and
were famously christened ‘The Yoxford Boys’ by British traitor and German propagandist Lord Haw-Haw, who greeted the arrival of these newly trained pilots
with a forewarning of death and devastation at the hands of the Luftwaffe – how wrong he was. The Mustangs of the Yoxford Boys took a withering toll of Axis
aircraft in the coming months, becoming the most successful P-51 air-to-air combat Unit in the Eighth Air Force by the end of WWII.

The model here is represented by way of a digital rendering of the Corgi design.
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AA33316 Boeing B-17G Flying Fortress 42-97880/DF-F ‘Little Miss Mischief’, 324th Bomb Squadron, 91st Bomb Group,
Bassingbourn, Cambridgeshire, 1944

1:72
Wingspan
437mm

EDITION

Perhaps more than any other aircraft of the Second World War, the four engined Boeing B-17 Flying Fortress embodied the awesome might of America’s
military and industrial prowess and her determination to fight for total victory. Operating in massed formations over enemy occupied Europe, these distinctive
aircraft were designed to conduct daylight precision bombing missions against strategic enemy targets, with the aim of literally pounding them into
submission. As its name suggests, the Flying Fortress was bristling with defensive armament and it was intended that tight formations of B-17s would be able
to throw so much lead into the air, that any attacking enemy aircraft would either be shot down before they could press home their attack, or see less
committed pilots simply fly away from what would surely be their certain demise. Although things didn’t quite turn out this way during the savage aerial
combat in the skies above Europe, it did help to earn the B-17 a fearsome reputation amongst Luftwaffe pilots.

M I L I TA R Y A I R C R A F T
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AA34113

1:72
Wingspan
183mm

EDITION
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Blackburn Buccaneer S.2 XW538/S, RAF No.16 Squadron, Gutersloh, November 1977

As one of the most capable low-level strike aircraft of the Cold War period, the Blackburn Buccaneer originally entered service with the Royal Navy to
counter the threat of a massive Soviet Naval expansion programme. Rather than build new ships of their own, the thinking at the time was to use their new
strike jet to destroy the new Soviet ships with a combination of conventional and nuclear weapons. Following the cancellation of the TSR.2 project and a
decision not to purchase the US F-111 jet, the RAF rather reluctantly accepted the Buccaneer into Squadron service some seven years after it entered service
with the Navy, but quickly learned to appreciate the qualities of this exceptional aircraft. Capable of extremely high speeds at low level, the Buccaneer
proved to be the ideal aircraft to keep the Warsaw Pact countries on their toes, with RAF crews regularly demonstrating their bombing prowess at exercises
in the US and Canada. As the Royal Navy retired their larger carriers, their Buccaneers were transferred to the Royal Air Force and at its peak strength in the
early 1970s, the Buccaneer equipped no fewer than six RAF Squadrons.

Please visit www.corgi.co.uk/catalogue2017 to locate your nearest Corgi stockist

AA27005

1:72
Wingspan
207mm

EDITION

Westland Puma HC.1 XW220/AC, RAF No.72 Squadron, Aldergrove, Northern Ireland, 1997

As one of the world’s most successful modern battlefield helicopters, the Westland Puma HC.1 entered service with the Royal Air Force in 1971 and
represented a huge technological advance over the Belvedere and Whirlwind aircraft it replaced. An incredibly flexible aviation asset, the Puma is tasked
with the tactical movement of troops, weapons, ammunition and general support supplies and is capable of operating in all weather conditions, by day or
night. With room to carry 16 fully equipped troops, or up to two tonnes of freight either internally, or slung from a hard point under the aircraft’s fuselage,
the Puma can also operate in search and rescue and casualty evacuation roles, making this one of the most useful and flexible aircraft in the RAF. This
flexibility has seen the Puma required to operate in areas of conflict all over the world, most noticeably during both Gulf Wars, where the aircraft continued
to build on its excellent reputation. With the original RAF Pumas serving for over forty years, an upgrade programme will see this superb machine remain in
service for many years to come.

M I L I TA R Y A I R C R A F T
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AA33617 Panavia Tornado GR.4 ZA461, RAF
No.15 Squadron, Lossiemouth, Special Centenary
Scheme

1:72
Wingspan
182mm

EDITION
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As we fast approach the Centenary year of the Royal
Air Force in 2018, we can expect this significant
occasion to attract plenty of media attention and form
the basis of a spectacular Airshow
year. In advance of these
commemorations, a number of individual
RAF Squadrons have already marked their
Centenary years and delighted aviation
enthusiasts by presenting one of their aircraft in
a special commemorative scheme. Without
doubt, one of the most attractive schemes seen
so far is the one applied to Panavia Tornado
GR.4 ZA461 of No.15(R) Squadron, based at
Lossiemouth in Northern Scotland and with the
impending drawdown of the remaining
Tornado force looming, this aircraft has
become something of a talismanic airframe for
the ‘Mighty Fin’. Formed at Farnborough as a
training unit in March 1915, the unit had
transferred to the Western Front flying
reconnaissance missions in the BE2c by the end
of the year. Serving through both world wars, the
Squadron has operated such aircraft as the Fairey
Battle, Avro Lancaster and Blackburn Buccaneer,
during its service history, but are currently one of
only four Squadrons still equipped with the
Tornado GR.4.

Please visit www.corgi.co.uk/catalogue2017 to locate your nearest Corgi stockist

AA28103

1:72
Wingspan
157mm

Curtiss Tomahawk IIB AK402 P/O Neville Duke, RAF No.122 Squadron, Fort Maddelena, November 1941

This particular Curtiss Tomahawk was the mount of famous RAF pilot Neville Duke, who was posted to No.112 Squadron in North Africa following a
successful spell as Wing Commander ‘Sailor’ Malan’s wingman at Biggin Hill. Used to flying the Spitfire Mk.V, Duke initially found the Tomahawk to be
something of a disappointment in combat and was shot down twice during his first few weeks in the desert. Flying Tomahawk IIB AK402, he was shot down
on 30th November 1941 by high scoring JG27 ace Otto Schulz, but managed to crash land his aircraft and return to his Squadron. He soon got to grips
with the desert air war and started to score victories of his own – by the end of the war, Duke became the highest scoring Allied ace in the Mediterranean
Theatre, with 27 victories to his name. We also went on to become a celebrated test pilot and holder of the world air speed record.

EDITION
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AA35313 North American B-25B Mitchell 40-2249
‘Hari Kari-er’, USS Hornet, 18th April 1942 ‘Doolittle Raider’

1:72
Wingspan
285mm

EDITION

As the USS Hornet task force approached the Japanese coast, they
were spotted by an enemy ship and decided to launch their aircraft
early. Just after 8am on 18th April 1942, sixteen B-25 bombers
lifted off the relatively short deck of USS Hornet and set course for
Japan – this would be the first time that any of these airmen had
taken off from the deck of an aircraft carrier at sea. Flying at
extremely low level, the raiders had a six-hour flight ahead of them
before reaching their targets, almost certain that they would be
intercepted by enemy fighters. If they managed to complete their
mission, they would then fly on to China, but it would be very much
a case of every man for himself.

B-25 Mitchell™
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1:72
Wingspan
137mm

EDITION

AA28003 Messerschmitt Bf 109E-4 W.Nr.
3579 ‘White 14’ Fahnrich Hans Joachim Marseille,
1.(J)/LG.2, Calais-Marck airfield, France, September
1940

As one of the most successful fighter aircraft of all time, the
diminutive Messerschmitt Bf 109 saw service throughout the
Second World War and was the mount of more air combat
‘aces’ than any other aircraft in history. This particular ‘Emil’
(W.Nr.3579) was responsible for launching the combat
career of one of the most celebrated fighter pilots of all
time, Hans Joachim Marseille – the famous ‘Star of Africa’.
Despite his well-publicised flying achievements, Marseille’s
introduction to air combat was less than spectacular and he
quickly earned a reputation for ill-discipline, both on the
ground and in the air. Initially, it seemed the only thing
Marseille excelled at was living up to his growing playboy
reputation. Despite claiming 7 air combat victories during
the Battle of Britain, Marseille was himself shot down four
times, including a soaking in the English Channel from
which he was lucky to escape with his life.

The model here is represented by way of a digital rendering of the Corgi design.
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AA39807 Panavia Tornado F.3 ZG797/D ‘Desperation’
RAF No.29 Squadron, 1435 Flight, RAF Mount Pleasant,
Defence of the Falkland Islands

1:72
Wingspan
193mm

EDITION

Following the successful liberation of the Falkland Islands in 1982,
Britain knew they would have to maintain a permanent air defence
capability in the South Atlantic. The first aircraft to serve in this role
were four RAF Phantom FGR.2s, which were replaced ten years later
by the new Tornado F.3. Operating as 1435 Flight, the Falklands
detachment drew on its heritage during the WWII siege of Malta and
the defiant defence mounted by a small number of Gloster Sea
Gladiators. Known as ‘Faith, Hope and Charity’, these names were
applied to the Falklands Defenders, with the fourth aircraft being
referred to as Desperation. Over the next seventeen years, around
twenty-nine different Tornado F.3 airframes made the long journey to
serve in the South Atlantic, some on more than one occasion.

AA37907 SPAD XIII S2445 Major Francesco Baracca, 91a
Squadriglia, Italian Air Force, Italy, 1918 – Italy’s ‘Ace of Aces’

1:48
Wingspan
168mm

EDITION

When discussing the famous fighter pilots of the Great War, names
like Manfred von Richthofen, Werner Voss and Billy Bishop are
familiar to many people. Rarely do the aces of the Italian Air Force
receive recognition, even though around 42 of them qualified for
‘ace’ status. When Italy finally entered the war in May 1915, they
joined forces with the British and French, initially fighting against
the Austro-Hungarian empire. Without suitable fighter designs of
their own, they used older, or licence built French designs, but their
air force was woefully ill-prepared for war and suffered from poor
organisation and tactics. They had to learn fast and the newly
trained Italian pilots proved to be some of the most accomplished
aviators of the Great War. At the head of this group was Francesco
Baracca. As with many of the great aces of WWI, Baracca would
not survive the conflict, falling to ground fire whilst strafing enemy
trenches on 19th June, 1918. His score of 34 aerial victories earned
him the title of Italy’s ‘Ace of aces’ and celebrated
national hero, becoming one of the highest
scoring aces of the Great War.

M I L I TA R Y A I R C R A F T
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CL ASSIC MOTOR VEHICLES
Corgi presents Vanguards, a series of die-cast metal 1:43 scale model automobiles spanning half a century of motoring in Britain. Each model carries
a detailed, authentic livery and comes complete with a limited edition certificate detailing the history of the vehicle. This collectable series of cars
represents various areas of motoring including police cars, standard road cars and motorsport.
VA01208

1:43
Length 93mm

EDITION
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Volkswagen Beetle, Type 1 Export Saloon Horizon Blue

Although Volkswagen’s legendary advertising campaign for the US market highlighted the fact that the
Beetle did not change year-on-year, making it easier to source parts, it did develop over
the years because of both market pressure and legislative changes. The
first obvious visual change was in 1953 when the vision-limiting
‘split’ rear-window was replaced by a one-piece oval
design, which lasted until August 1957 before being
superseded by an even larger rear-window. The
example modelled was one of the last ‘oval’
window cars, which was registered in
London in June 1957. Current owner,
Robin Allen from Hampshire, had it
professionally refurbished in
1990 and it remains in
excellent condition
whilst retaining its
original engine.

Please visit www.corgi.co.uk/catalogue2017 to locate your nearest Corgi stockist

VA11116

1:43

Land Rover Series 1 80” RAC Road Service Vehicle

The Royal Automobile Club (RAC) was founded in 1897 by Frederick Richard Simms to ‘promote the car’s place in society’. They introduced uniformed
patrols in 1901, were awarded royal title by King Edward VII in 1907, and opened their first emergency telephone boxes in 1912. The RAC used
Land-Rovers but the vehicle modelled is a replica created by Series 1 enthusiast Jason Allcock. He restored it as an RAC Service Vehicle in 2012 because
he’d previously owned a genuine RAC 107” example and liked the livery. Jason did all the work himself, except the signwriting and blasting, so was
pleased to win ‘Best New Restoration’ at the 2012 Land-Rover Series One Club’s annual rally.

Length 78mm

EDITION

CLASSIC MOTOR VEHICLES
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VA11011

1:43

Ford Escort Mk3 XR3 Prairie Yellow

Ford launched the Mk3 Escort range in 1980 and with it a new performance car, the XR3, designed as a more comfortable fast Ford that would also capture
the spirit, and market, of the previous RS cars. The example modelled was built in Saarlouis, Germany, and UK registered on January 19th 1981 by Ford
dealer Days of Lowestoft for Mr P.L. Birman of Great Yarmouth. The second owner, Mr A.R. White, bought it from the same dealer in April 1983 and it then
went to the Lowestoft-based Durrant family who acquired it in December 1988 and kept it until April 2009 when current owner, Carlisle-based Martin Stothart,
bought it and a trailer for £1000.

Length 92mm

EDITION
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VA01317

1:43

Austin Se7en Deluxe, Vanden Plas ‘Mini’ Lord Austin’s Daughter Irene Austin, Princess Blue-Grey Metallic

The Austin Seven modelled was built at Longbridge on April 11th 1960 as a special order for Irene Waite, née Austin, eldest daughter of Lord Herbert Austin.
It was fitted with a fresh-air heater, which at that time was for export market orders only. On April 28th it was sent to another section of the BMC empire,
coachbuilder Vanden Plas in Kingsbury to be painted metallic blue over the original white, trimmed in VM3230 grey hide and Evlan Birstall VDP C2 grey
carpet. This was done to match the Vanden Plas Princess IV DS7 A135 Limousine owned by Irene’s husband, Arthur Waite, a BMC director who’d joined his
father-in-law’s company after the Great War.

Length 70mm

EDITION

CLASSIC MOTOR VEHICLES
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VA05809

1:43

Morris Minor 1000 The Lothians and Peebles Constabulary

Extensive government research into policing procedures led to ‘Unit Beat Policing’ (UBP) being rolled out across the UK during the late 1960s. Conceptually
this was a big change as police officers, who had previously walked a ‘beat’ over a given time period, now drove between different areas walking for a while
before driving to the next. This led to the introduction of the ‘Panda Car’, so named because it featured white panels on a blue car. These were usually small,
economical cars such as the Minor. The example modelled was one of The Lothians and Peebles Constabulary’s (L&PC) initial batch of twenty UBP cars, all
Minors, supplied by Hall Brothers of Musselburgh.

Length 87mm

EDITION
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VA10312

1:43

Ford Cortina Mk3 2000E Automatic Sahara Beige

Despite the 1600E Mk2 Cortina’s success, the E badge (for Executive) didn’t appear on the Mk3 until the full range facelift of September 1973, over 3 years
after its launch. The 2000E featured teak interior trim, rectangular headlamps, sports road wheels, a vinyl roof to differentiate it from lesser Cortinas, and cost
£1638. The example modelled was first registered on January 13th 1975 and bought by its second owner, Leonard Arthur Robinson, on January 10th 1979
from used car dealers Bishop and Bishop in Leicestershire. It was used until early 1983 then parked in the family’s garage until 2015 when the current owner,
Ford enthusiast Andy Taylor from Northamptonshire, acquired and recommissioned it.

Length 112mm

EDITION
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VA04117

1:43

Ford Cortina Mk2 Twin Cam (Lotus) Red II

The example modelled was first registered on April 6th 1970 in Middlesex and was bought by long-term owner Peter Coombs in 1977. He had it resprayed in
the classic colour scheme of white with a green stripe in 1984 after it had been stolen then recovered with front-end damage; a previous owner had painted it
mustard yellow with a spray-on black vinyl roof! However, he then had the car comprehensively restored over a 12 year period from 1988 by SV Oakey &
Sons, Stow-on-the-Wold, returning it to its original red. Current owner Howard Law, from Kent, bought it in June 2006, second time lucky, having been outbid
in an internet auction a year earlier.

Length 99mm

EDITION
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VA06520

1:43

Rover P6 3500S Scarab Blue, Export Specification, RHD

Rover launched the automatic transmission only P6 3500 V8 in April 1968 and answered enthusiast requests by announcing the 4-speed manual 3500S in
October 1971. The new gearbox transformed the car into a sports-saloon that’s still a favourite among aficionados. The example modelled was delivered in
March 1974 to its first owner, Reverend David Cooper (Captain), Chaplain to the Forces, who was then based in the Rhineland, Germany. Because of this it
had to pass German legislation, so modifications were carried out which included fitting ‘rounded top’ export sidelights, bulb-type Lucas headlamps instead of
sealed beams, padding the interior and adding black plastic corners to the rear bumpers to prevent pedestrians damaging their trousers.

Length 105mm

EDITION

CLASSIC MOTOR VEHICLES
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VA09522

1:43

Ford Escort Mk1 RS2000 Modena Green

The car modelled called at Parkway Garage, Gittings Brothers Motors, Ledbury, for petrol in 1976. Proprietor Richard Ernest Gittings was looking for an
RS2000 and noticed the number plate, REG 101M, was his initials so bought the two year old 18,000 mile car. He used it regularly until 1997 recording over
100,000 miles and maintained it scrupulously; coating the underside with oil and garaging it. In 2005 Gloucester-based enthusiast Steven Gerrard bought it
for restoration, stripped it and started rebuilding the unmolested but rusty bodyshell. In 2009 he sold it, still dismantled, to friend Scott Newman who
continued the restoration using Escort specialists Alimax Motorsport, South Wales, to finish the body and paint it.

Length 94mm

EDITION
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VA12204

1:43

Ford Sierra XR4i Strato Silver

Ford launched the high performance XR4i for sale in Spring 1983, almost six months after the Sierra range had been announced. Its unique ‘six-light’ body
and ‘bi-plane’ rear-spoiler were inspired by Ford’s ‘Sierra teaser’, the concept car Probe III, which the then Ford of Europe Chairman, Bob Lutz, felt was truer to
the Sierra’s ‘future aerodynamic’ styling theme. The manual XR4i modelled was built in Genk, Belgium, in June 1983 and dispatched to Ford dealers Trimoco
of Chelmsford. Current owner, Essex-based Peter Rymill, bought it in August 1985 when it had completed 11,000 miles. Although it’s now covered over
55,000 miles he has kept it in superb original condition.

Length 104mm

EDITION
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VA13312

1:43

Ford Capri 2300GT Mk1 1969 Tour de France Automobile, Jean-François Piot and José Behra, overall 6th

In 1968 Ford of Germany created a Motorsport Department in Cologne in an attempt to change their previously staid image. Managed by successful racing
driver Jochen Neerpasch (who later founded BMW’s M Division), and engineers Mike Kranefuss and Martin Braungart, the small team soon concentrated their
efforts on the new Capri. Their first entry was an ambitious 3-car team for the Tour de France Auto, a ten day event which involved races, speed hill-climbs
and long-distance rallying. Although two Capris retired, one with fuel injection problems and the other after an accident, the Piot and Behra Capri came a
fantastic sixth overall, behind 4 Porsche 911s and a Chevrolet Corvette, and won its class.

Length 101mm

EDITION
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VA12610

1:43

Ford Escort Mk2 RS1800 1979 Lombard RAC Rally of Great Britain, John Taylor and Phil Short, overall 6th

Scottish-born Taylor’s iconic ‘HAYNES of MAIDSTONE’ Escorts were made famous by his success on TV in rallycross and he won the inaugural 1973
European Rallycross Championship driving an Escort RS 1600. However, he was also a regular in top-flight rallying using Haynes-built Escorts which, because
of his and the team’s close relationship with Ford, were built to the latest specification and treated as works cars by Ford’s service crews. Taylor continued
working for Ford in the 1980s developing rally cars but retired from competition after this event which saw him put in a remarkable drive to 6th whilst battling
chronic back pain, the legacy of an accident from his earlier career as a jockey.

Length 95mm

EDITION
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VA07007

1:43

Sunbeam Alpine Series 2 Quartz Blue Metallic

This Series 2 model was painted in a slightly later Series 3 colour, quartz blue. It was owned from 1972-1975 by Edinburgh-based Kenneth Scott and he
remembers that, although areas underneath showed it had originally been green, it had been painted very professionally and comprehensively. This has led
Alpine enthusiasts to speculate it was done by the Rootes development department in order to see what an Alpine would look like in their new colour.
Alternatively it could have been sprayed by the Edinburgh dealership it was dispatched to as a special order for a favoured customer. This would explain
why the hardtop, usually in a contrasting shade, was the same colour.

Length 92mm

EDITION
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VA01011

1:43

Morris Minor 1000 Traveller Bermuda Blue

The final Minor saloon was produced in November 1970, seventeen months after the last convertible; remarkable for a car launched in 1948 at Britain’s first
post-war motor show. However, the Traveller lived on until April 1971 while the commercials lasted until February 1972. The example modelled was first
registered in April 1971 and since 2003 has been maintained by Charles Ware’s Morris Minor Centre, Bristol. In fact it has been sold by them to the last three
owners, including current custodians Mark and Sue Foss from Nottinghamshire, who acquired it in spring 2016. Since then the ash-frame has been replaced
and the paint refreshed ready for the couple’s intended continental touring holidays.

Length 87mm

EDITION
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VA00132

1:43
Length 90mm

EDITION

VA01207

1:43
Length 95mm

EDITION
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Ford Anglia 105E DeLuxe Pompadour Blue & Shark Blue

The Anglia modelled was supplied new by W. Harold Perry Ltd, Ford dealers
in Westcliffe-on-Sea, Essex, on June 1st 1960. The first owner, D. M.
Smith Esq, paid £652, 2 shillings and 1 penny for the car which
included the optional extras of whitewall tyres and a heater.
Current owner James Gardner from Kendal, South
Cumbria, acquired the car in 2012 from the
Classic and Sportscar Centre, Malton, in
Yorkshire. Although it was basically in
very good restored condition, and
showing a low mileage of only 39,000
which is believed genuine, James has
had the engine rebuilt and fitted a
replacement MacPherson strut on the
offside front suspension because it
was badly bent.

Volkswagen Beetle Coral Oval Rear Window Saloon

The Volkswagen Beetle entered the record books as the bestselling single-model car
of all time on February 17th 1972 when production reached 15,007,034 units,
eclipsing the Ford Model T. When production finally ceased on July 30th 2003,
Volkswagen had produced a total 21,529,464 and it’s unlikely this record
will be eclipsed as cars now rarely remain in production longer
than 10 years. It was developed by Ferdinand Porsche in the
mid 1930s and was heavily influenced by the then
modern design thinking about economy cars
espoused by Hans Ledwinka of Tatra and others.
The result was a rear-engined air-cooled saloon
which was rugged, simple and reliable in any
sort of extreme weather conditions.

Please visit www.corgi.co.uk/catalogue2017 to locate your nearest Corgi stockist

VA02539

1:43
Length 72mm

EDITION

VA10208

1:43
Length 100mm

EDITION

Mini Cooper S Mk1 Tartan Red & Black

The Cooper S modelled appears on the cover of the book, ‘Original
Mini Cooper and Cooper S. The Restorer’s Guide.’ by John Parnell; a
volume regarded as essential by both professional restorers and
enthusiasts alike. It was restored to a very high standard in 1988/89
by Mini expert Nick Rogers, proprietor of well known Sheffield-based
specialist Minibitz (now renamed Min-e-Bitz) who used as
many new-old-stock BMC parts as he could find
including a super-rare Mk1 heated-rear-window,
as he intended to keep the car. When Nick
purchased the car it had been dismantled,
somewhat unsympathetically, and damaged as a
result, but he was careful to restore to as original
a specification as he could.

Leyland Princess 2200 HL Sandglow

The Princess modelled can be seen on display at the National Motor Museum,
Beaulieu, as it was used by Top Gear in an episode looking at BL cars. The
team bought three cars, one each, Jeremy Clarkson driving a Rover
3500 SD1 V8, Richard Hammond piloting a Triumph Dolomite Sprint
and James May in the Princess modelled. James defended the
Princess, quite rightly, as the most interesting and
forward looking car BL ever made, but the
episode is probably most
remembered for the team
filling every car’s interior
entirely with water and
attempting to drive the
sealed cars around the test
track while wearing dry suits;
the Princess won with ease.

CLASSIC MOTOR VEHICLES
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VA02624

1:43
Length 83mm

EDITION

VA08506

1:43
Length 97mm

EDITION

40

Hillman Imp Mk2 Super Grasshopper Metallic

The Imp modelled was first registered on 12th September, 1972 to Mr
Frank Surridge who purchased it from Rutland Hill Motors, High St,
Newmarket, Suffolk. The total cost was £835.15; metallic paint was
£10 and seatbelts, which were by then a legal requirement, were
also £10! The delivery was £17.50 but Mr
Surridge received £45.15 discount and
actually paid £790 for the car. He used it
regularly until he decided to give up
driving on health grounds in May
1996, by which time it had covered
58,000 miles. He intended to scrap
the car but luckily his son-in-law, Tony
Canning, offered Mr Surridge £50
and was able to rescue it.

Wolseley Six Rheingold Metallic

Only 25,214 Wolseley Sixes were made in a short production run
between 1972 and 1975 and it’s believed that less than 50 remain.
The example modelled is owned by enthusiast Reg ‘The Polisher’
Cook from Southampton, who bought his low mileage manual
example from a long term owner in the New
Forest who had stored it for 14 years. He
spent a year restoring what was still
basically a sound car that had
seized up in storage. The jobs
included rebuilding the engine,
brakes, fuel system and suspension.
Since then it’s proved a reliable
and engaging classic which tows
his caravan with ease and,
because of its rarity, creates
interest wherever it goes.

Please visit www.corgi.co.uk/catalogue2017 to locate your nearest Corgi stockist

VA02540

1:43
Length 72mm

EDITION

Austin Mini Cooper S Durham Constabulary

The Cooper S modelled was a Durham Constabulary Traffic Car and
was usually operated by a female crew of two. It was one of several
Mini Cooper S vehicles on their fleet, as period photographs prove, but
the car itself no longer exists. Mini Coopers were popular traffic
cars in the North East as their size and spritely performance
made them very agile in both the urban and countryside
topography that makes up County Durham. Their
front-wheel-drive configuration also provided good
traction in harsh winter conditions on the North East’s
hills. They were rarely used for dual carriageway or
motorway work though as Durham Traffic Police used
more powerful Jaguar Mk2s in this role.

VA07006 Sunbeam Alpine Seacrest Green, pre-production
prototype, XRW302

1:43
Length 90mm

EDITION

In early 1959 when Rootes were developing the Alpine at Ryton, Coventry, they
constructed only eight pre-production prototypes. The car modelled is the
third of those and the only survivor, making it the oldest extant example. It
survived because, rather than being thrashed to breaking
point in testing, it was allocated to the
company’s design department to be
used in the development of new
styles and trim. In 1961 it was sold
to Rootes’ development engineer
Bernard Unett, who’d worked on
the Alpine programme and
wanted to go racing. He debuted
the car at Silverstone in September
1961 and was deemed so
dangerous that he wasn’t allowed
to start the second race!
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BRITISH PUBLIC TRANSPORT
Corgi presents The Original Omnibus Company, a range of detailed die-cast metal model buses and coaches. Each model comes complete with an
individually numbered certificate of authenticity detailing the history of the particular vehicle and operator. Scaled at 1:76, this collection is ideal for both
enthusiasts and ‘00’ gauge railway modellers.

OM46619A/B

1:76
Length 148mm

EDITION

New Routemaster Go-Ahead London, Heritage General Livery, dual destination

Formed on January 1, 1859, the London General Omnibus Company (LGOC) was an amalgamation of the many independent horse-drawn omnibus services that
were then operating in London and, by nationalisation in 1933, was the largest operator in London. The competitive tendering of London bus routes during the
1980s led, in 1989, to London Regional Transport creating a series of bus operating companies with names of geographic or historic significance to the capital,
including London General Transport Services Limited. The new London General was initially privatised by management buy-out, but was subsequently acquired by
the Go-Ahead Group in May 1996, becoming the largest bus company operating in London.
The London General Heritage livery is a tribute to the designers of the LGOC, being a modern adaption of the 1929 LT1 livery, and is represented here on LTZ 1050
operating on route 88, the former ‘Clapham Omnibus’ route running from Camden Town to Clapham Common, via central London, to which New Routemasters
were introduced on August 22, 2015.
OM46619A

OM46619B

The model here is represented by way of a digital rendering of the Corgi design.
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OM46513A

1:76
Length 142mm

SPECIAL
EDITION

Wright Eclipse Gemini 2 Harry Potter Warner Bros. Studio Shuttle Bus

In 2010, after finishing production on the last of the Harry Potter films, “Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows – Part 2”, Warner Bros. were left
with a treasure trove of props, set items and costumes from one of the most iconic franchises in the history of British cinema. In November 2010,
Warner Bros. announced plans to invest more than £100m into the site and as part of this redevelopment, created two new soundstages to
house a permanent public exhibition; The Warner Bros. Studio Tour London - The Making of Harry Potter, which opened to the public in 2012.
Up to 6,000 visitors a day visit the studios and a shuttle bus, operated by Mullany’s Buses, runs from Watford Junction station to the Studio Tour,
with a journey time of around 15 minutes. This model, BD12 TFX, with its distinctive Harry Potter Studio Tour graphic wrap, represents one of
two Wright Eclipse Gemini 2 buses that were operated on the route by Mullany’s.

UNLIM
ITED

REINT
RODU
CTION
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JA MES BOND ASTON M ARTIN
Corgi’s association with James Bond goes back to 1965, when the company won the ‘Toy of the
Year’ award for the iconic model of the Goldfinger Aston Martin DB5. Since then, Corgi has
regularly released models that have featured in 007’s adventures, right up to the unique Aston
Martin DB10 that featured in ‘Spectre’. This relationship has continued through to the current
2017 range, with six separate models being featured in exclusive new collector packaging.

CC04311

1:36
Length 125mm
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James Bond Aston Martin DB5 ‘GoldenEye’

GoldenEye began in a dramatic fashion, with Pierce
Brosnan’s James Bond in his Aston Martin DB5 BMT
214A, engaged in a scintillating, mountain road
race with Xenia Onatopp’s Ferrari F355,
en-route to Monaco.

Please visit www.corgi.co.uk/catalogue2017 to locate your nearest Corgi stockist

CC03803

1:36

James Bond Aston Martin DBS ‘Casino Royale’

Casino Royale marked a new beginning for the Bond franchise, but tradition held firm with Daniel Craig’s James Bond driving a silver grey DBS,
registration TT 378 20. The film is notable for its spectacular crash scene, as Bond swerves to avoid Vesper Lynd and barrel-rolls seven times,
a stunt that broke the record for a cannon-assisted barrel roll.

Length 129mm

JAMES BOND
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CC08002

1:36

James Bond Aston Martin DB10 ‘Spectre’

Led by Aston Martin’s Chief Creative Officer, Marek Reichman, the design team worked closely with Spectre’s director, Sam Mendes,
to create the DB10 specifically for Spectre, resulting in the most exclusive Aston Martin DB series car ever. Just ten DB10 cars were handmade
at Aston Martin’s headquarters.

Length 122mm
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CC04513

1:36

James Bond Lotus Esprit ‘The Spy Who Loved Me’

Roger Moore’s James Bond drives the iconic Lotus Esprit in The Spy Who Loved Me.
Fully modified by Q, the car can be converted from a land car to a submarine with the
flick of a switch.

Length 118mm

JAMES BOND
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CC06805

1:36

James Bond Rolls Royce Phantom III ‘Goldfinger’

Auric Goldfinger (Gert Frobe), ‘the man with the Midas touch’, melts down gold and recasts it into parts for his Rolls-Royce in order to smuggle the bullion
around the world without detection. Driven by Oddjob, his deadly Korean manservant, the car has a twelve-cylinder engine weighing over 7,000 pounds
and was capable of cruising at over 100 miles an hour. The passenger compartment conceals the pull-down table where Goldfinger begrudgingly signed
a £5,000 cheque to Bond - his prize for winning their game of golf!

Length 130mm
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CC04603

1:36

James Bond Gyrocopter ‘Little Nellie’ ‘You Only Live Twice’ – 50th anniversary

Q delivers the film’s signature gadget to Bond (Sean Connery) in southern Japan where he takes it in search of Blofeld’s rocket base. When four SPECTRE helicopters
swoop to attack, the ‘Little Nellie’ Autogyro comes into its own, using a fierce array of weaponry that includes front-mounted machine guns, rear mounted
flamethrowers and a battery of rockets.

Rotorspan
205mm

JAMES BOND
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CC89203

1:76
Length 150mm

PaddingtonTM New Routemaster

The adventures of everyone’s favourite Peruvian bear have been an enduring classic since the first Paddington Bear books were launched in 1958, followed
by the 1970s animated series for children’s television, culminating in a resurgence of bear mania as the first ‘Paddington’ feature film was released in 2014.
As the film’s sequel ‘Paddington 2’ hits the screens this November, a specially packaged, Paddington Bus joins our line-up of Corgi New Routemaster buses,
featuring a Paddington livery and route 1 Paddington destination board.
*Marmalade sandwiches not included

The model here is represented by way of a digital rendering of the Corgi design.
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CC96307

FTB

Captain Scarlet Classic Spectrum Saloon Car

‘Fans of the cult TV show ‘Captain Scarlet and the Mysterons’ – from Thunderbirds creator Gerry Anderson – will be excited to celebrate the
series’ 50th anniversary this year. To celebrate the show’s first appearance on screens in 1967, we’re proud to re-introduce a special edition of
the Captain Scarlet Classic Spectrum Saloon Car in commemorative packaging.

(Fit The Box)
Length 120mm

TV & FILM
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CC02709

Fawlty Towers, Basil Fawlty’s Austin Traveller

Originally released in 2000, when it proved to be a classic bestseller, the Corgi Fawlty Towers Austin 1300 Estate returns to the Corgi collection for a
cameo appearance, with its signature packaging featuring the legendary Basil Fawlty.

1:43
Length 85mm
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CC82110

1:36

Mr Bean’s Mini

Last released by Corgi in 2001, Mr Bean’s Mini crashes back into the Corgi range for a special appearance, straight from the cult 1990s television series
and feature film. Rowan Atkinson’s comedy character, who he once described as “a child in a grown man’s body”, famously got into a series of slapstick
scrapes while trying to navigate everyday life, often involving his olive green 1976 British Leyland Mini 1000.

Length 85mm

TV & FILM
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CC00901

Thunderbirds 1 & 3

CC00604

Thunderbirds FAB 1

FTB

(Fit The Box)
TB1: Length 94mm
TB3: Length 105mm

Gerry Anderson’s famous TV series, Thunderbirds, was first
broadcast over fifty years ago. The original show, which used a
combination of marionette puppetry and scale-model special effects
sequences – a technique known as “Supermarionation”– has been
loved by generations. Corgi proudly presents a range of replica
die-cast models that celebrate this iconic TV creation!

CC00802

FTB
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Thunderbirds 2 & 4

FTB

(Fit The Box)

(Fit The Box)

TB2: Length 150mm
TB4: Length 42mm

Length 148mm
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BRITISH THEMED SOUVENIRS
The Corgi Best of British collection is a series of quality die-cast metal souvenir British
vehicles. Corgi has been producing toys and models since 1956, and this range includes
some of the most iconic British vehicles from the last half-century.
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GS89202

Corgi Best of British New Routemaster

Liv

FTB

Corgi Best of British Taxi

GS82109

Corgi Best of British Classic Mini

1:36
Length 128mm

Length 150mm

Liv

GS85924

Liv

(Fit The Box)
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GS82328

Corgi Best of British Routemaster

NEeW
ry
Liv

1:64

1:36

Length 123mm

Length 85mm

TV & FILM AND BEST OF BRITISH
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7 0 T H A N N I V E R S A R Y O F T H E R OYA L W E D D I N G
2017 marks the 70th Anniversary of the wedding of HM Queen Elizabeth II & HRH Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh. To celebrate this historic occasion,
Corgi has produced a die-cast Classic Routemaster and Mini in unique commemorative liveries.
At Westminster Abbey on November 20, 1947 at 11:30am, in front of 2000 invited guests, Princess Elizabeth was married to Philip Mountbatten in a service officiated by the
Archbishops of Canterbury and York and was broadcast by radio to over 200 million people worldwide. Distant cousins, Princess Elizabeth had first met Philip Mountbatten, the
youngest child and only son to Prince Andrew of Greece and Princess Alice of Battenberg, at a wedding in 1934. They met again in 1937 and began their courtship in 1939
with the exchange of letters. Secretly engaged in 1946, the formal engagement was announced on July 9, 1947, following Princess Elizabeth’s 21st birthday. Princess Elizabeth’s
satin bridal gown was designed by Norman Hartnell, Dressmaker to Queen Elizabeth, the Queen Mother, the material being purchased by the use of ration coupons. Over
10,000 congratulatory telegrams were received and over 2,500 wedding presents were gifted, from across the world. Corgi is celebrating the 70th Wedding Anniversary of Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II and His Royal Highness Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, with this special commemorative die-cast model.

CC82108

Classic Mini

CC82327

70th Anniversary of HM Queen Elizabeth II & HRH Prince Philip,
Duke of Edinburgh – Commemorative Die-Cast Souvenir Mini
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1:36

1:64

Length 85mm

Length 123mm

Classic Routemaster

70th Anniversary of HM Queen Elizabeth II & HRH Prince Philip,
Duke of Edinburgh – Commemorative Die-Cast Souvenir Classic
Routemaster

Please visit www.corgi.co.uk/catalogue2017 to locate your nearest Corgi stockist

TY81002

FTB

Bloodhound SSC UK Display Version

The BLOODHOUND Project is an international education initiative focused around a 1,000mph World Land Speed Record attempt. The jet and rocket powered
BLOODHOUND Supersonic Car will streak down the 12 mile desert racetrack on the Hakskeen Pan, South Africa. The team will visit the desert twice, the first to
reach 800mph and break the exciting record, the second to travel at 1000mph and inspire a generation of young people to study Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics (STEM). Visit www.bloodhoundssc.com

(Fit The Box)

The
BLOODHOUND
SSC can travel...

Length 144mm

...four and half football
pitches in 1 second
...1 mile in 3.6 seconds
...150 metres in the
blink of an eye

Updated livery to reflect the real thing!

TY86663

Bloodhound SSC Super Hauler

To accompany the new Corgi BLOODHOUND Supersonic Car we’re launching this distinctive BLOODHOUND branded Super Hauler truck. The sturdy
1:64 scale truck features a detachable trailer and opening doors, and is suitable for children aged 3 and over (or older BLOODHOUND fans!).

1:64
Length 245mm

R O YA L & E V E N T S
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FO R TH E YO U N GER CO LLEC TO R
Corgi Super Haulers is a series of quality die-cast metal and plastic 1:64 scale
toy trucks suitable for children aged three and over. Each truck has a detachable
trailer and carries an authentic livery.

TY86664

1:64

Corgi Christmas Super Hauler

Our Super Haulers truck range, designed for children, gets in the festive spirit with this special edition Christmas Super
Hauler. This magical 1:64 model truck has a detachable trailer with a special yuletide decoration, a perfect gift for kids
young and old! A new Christmas Super Hauler will be released each year, so why not start your collection now?

Length 275mm
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TY86646

Eddie Stobart Curtainside Truck

1:64

TY86650

Eddie Stobart Skeletal Container Truck

TY86651

Eddie Stobart Drop Bar Truck

TY86652

Eddie Stobart Car Transporter

TY86659

Eddie Stobart Box Truck

1:64

Length
275mm

Length
239mm

TY86647

Eddie Stobart Tanker Truck

1:64
Length
305mm

1:64
Length
275mm

1:64
TY86649

Eddie Stobart Fridge Truck

Length
305mm

1:64
Length
259mm

1:64
Length
275mm

FOR THE YOUNGER COLLECTOR
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CS90620

Hawker Hurricane

CS90622

Eurofighter Typhoon

CS90624

Tornado GR4

(Fit The Box)
Wingspan 103mm

DE

D

ND
A

Supermarine Spitfire

FTB

FO R TH E YO U N GER CO LLEC TO R
Corgi Showcase is a series of top quality die-cast
metal model aircraft suitable for children aged three
and over. Each model comes with a display stand
and all the classic aircraft have a moving propeller.
This series is ideal for the young aviation fan and
offers a wide range of models to collect.

CS90618

FTB

(Fit The Box)

CS90616

RAF Red Arrows

Wingspan 106mm

FTB

(Fit The Box)
Wingspan 84mm

FTB

(Fit The Box)
Wingspan 82mm

CS90617

Avro Vulcan

FTB

(Fit The Box)
Wingspan 98mm

FTB

(Fit The Box)
Wingspan 87mm
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CS90690

Twin Pack
The RAF Red Arrows are arguably the best known aerobatic
team in the world and have been wowing audiences for over
fifty years. Their precision flying combinations are legendary
and for many the thrilling opposition manoeuvres of the Synchro
Pair are a highlight of their display. The Red Arrows are the
public face of the Royal Air Force and are superb ambassadors
for the United Kingdom.

RAF Red Arrows Synchro Pair

FTB

(Fit The Box)

EDITION

T H E BAT T L E O F B RI TA I N CO L L EC T I O N
2015 marked the 75th anniversary of the Battle of Britain. To commemorate this historic aerial battle, Corgi presents a range of model
aircraft that fought in the skies over the Channel and South East England between July and October 1940, during which time a total of
1,750 RAF and Luftwaffe aircraft were lost.
CC99399 Battle of Britain Memorial Flight
Collection

FTB

(Fit The Box)

CS90691

Battle of Britain Fighter Collection

FTB

(Fit The Box)

F O R T H E Y O U N G E R C O L L E C T O R A N D M I L I TA R Y A I R C R A F T
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Often referred to as ‘The Great War’, World War One was a global war that involved more than 70 million
military personnel from countries and alliances from all around the globe. The war began on 28th July 1914 and
lasted for over four years, finally ending on 11th November 1918 when the armistice between the allies and
Germany was signed.
2014 marked the 100th anniversary of the beginning of World War One and the start of four years of tributes,
ceremonies and reflection. To commemorate the technological developments of military machinery, Corgi presents
the World War One Centenary Collection – a series of four die-cast metal vehicles which were involved in the
global conflict.

CS90611

Old Bill Bus WWI Centenary Collection

FTB

FTB

(Fit The Box)

(Fit The Box)

Length 86mm

Length 71mm

CS90612

FTB
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CS90613 Sopwith Camel WWI Centenary
Collection

Fokker Dr1 WWI Centenary Collection

CS90614 Mark IV Male Tank WWI Centenary
Collection

FTB

(Fit The Box)

(Fit The Box)

Length 75mm

Length 100mm

Please visit www.corgi.co.uk/catalogue2017 to locate your nearest Corgi stockist

The Westland Wessex and Westland Sea King is a product of Leonardo MW Limited and all rights in it, including its name,
are hereby reserved.

10%

BAE SYSTEMS is a registered trade mark of BAE Systems plc.
The RAF Red Arrows name and logo are trademarks of the UK Secretary of State for Defence and is used under license.

DISCOUNT

Produced under license. Boeing, McDonnell Douglas, North American Aviation, P-51 Mustang, B-25 Mitchell, C-47, their
distinctive logos, product markings and trade dress are trademarks of The Boeing Company.

on your selected
club brand
products

Aston Martin, the Aston Martin Wings logo and the model names “DBS”, “DB5” and “DB10” are trademarks owned,
licensed or used by Aston Martin Lagonda Limited. All rights reserved.

CORGI CLUB
Join the Corgi Club for great interaction
with all things Corgi. The Club membership
entitles you to a range of benefits, including
some fantastic offers.
You can choose to receive your membership
for Corgi by post or download.

Special features include:
• Receive 3 magazines and a winter special
• Discounted entry to various UK attractions
• Junior section with competitions and news
• Competitions including brilliant prizes!
• Club Membership: £20* postal
and £15* download
*Subject to change.

, and James Bond materials © 1962-2017 Danjaq and MGM.
trademarks of Danjaq, LLC. All Rights Reserved.

, and related James Bond Trademarks are

Thunderbirds ™ and © ITC Entertainment Group Limited 1964, 1999 and 2017.
Licensed by ITV Ventures Limited. All rights reserved.
are registered trade marks of Transport for London.
London Transport and
New Routemaster is a Registered Design of Transport for London. Produced under licence by Corgi.
MG is the trademark of SAIC Motor Corporation, Licensed by British Motor Heritage Limited. Licensing Agent: LMI www.
bmh-ltd.com
Austin and Morris are the trademarks of SAIC Motor Corporation, Licensed by British Motor Heritage Limited. Licensing Agent:
LMI www.bmh-ltd.com
The MINI logo and the MINI wordmark are trademarks of BMW AG and are used under license.
Ford Motor Company Trademarks and Trade Dress used under license to Hornby Hobbies. Manufactured by Hornby Hobbies Ltd.
Jaguar and the leaper device are trademarks owned and licensed by Jaguar Land Rover Limited
Vauxhall Trademarks used under license to Hornby Hobbies Ltd.
The Eddie Stobart name is a registered trademark and is used under licence by the owners to Hornby Hobbies Ltd.
All rights reserved.
Trade marks, designs and copyright, including LONDON TAXI, The London Taxi Company logo, and vehicle shapes,
are owned by, and used with the approval of, The London Taxi Corporation Limited.
© and TM Bloodhound Programme Limited. All rights reserved.
Trademarks, design patents and copyrights are used with the approval of the owner Volkswagen AG.
Where appropriate some of the content within this publication has been submitted for approval to Licensors / brand owners ahead
of the products being developed. The images and content of the products may vary on production further to the Licensor’s / brand
owners comments. Every effort is made to give a true and fair representation of our products within this publication and we thank our
partners for their support.
Captain Scarlet ™ and © 1967, 2001 and 2017. ITC Entertainment Group Limited. Licensed by ITV Ventures Limited.
All rights reserved
Land Rover and the Land Rover Logo are trademarks owned and licensed by Jaguar Land Rover Limited.
PADDINGTON™ and PADDINGTON BEAR™ © Paddington and Company Limited/Studiocanal S.A.S 2017 Paddington Bear™,
Paddington™ and PB™ are trademarks of Paddington and Company Limited Licensed on behalf of Studiocanal S.A.S by Copyrights
Group www.paddington.com

Limited Edition quantities and prices correct at time of going to print and may be subject to alteration. Certain models photographed in this catalogue are
hand finished prototypes. The final quality of factory-produced models will be superior. All measurements are approximate.
Hornby Hobbies Ltd reserves the right to alter the products at any time. Colours and contents of the products may vary from those illustrated. The trademarks
depicted herein are used by Hornby Hobbies Ltd. under licence or by permission from the respective proprietary owners. Corgi & Device is a Registered
Trade Mark of Hornby Hobbies Ltd. Terms and conditions apply. Please see website for more information.

C L A S S I C C O M M E M O R AT I V E A N D C O R G I C L U B
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The majority of Limited Edition models come with a
certificate of authenticity stating the issue number.
This is a brand new casting

This model is a new release

This model is in stock now

This model has a new design
NEeW
ry

All new items featured in this catalogue are
due between January and June 2017. For more
information on product availability
we recommend that you visit
www.corgi.co.uk
The trademarks depicted herein are used
by Hornby Hobbies Limited under license or
by permission from the respective
proprietary owners.
Hornby®, Corgi®, The Aviation Archive, The
Original Omnibus, Vanguards, Super Haulers
and Showcase are all registered trademarks of
Hornby Hobbies Limited.

Liv

All models photographed herein are handmade
samples or computer generated renders produced
specifically for the publication of this catalogue
prior to production.
Hornby Hobbies Ltd reserves the right to alter the
products at any time. Colours and contents of the
products may vary from those illustrated.

Design, Art Direction,
Photography and
Production by
Hornby Hobbies Ltd.

Printed in the EU
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UK Head Office
Hornby Hobbies Ltd
3rd Floor, The Gateway,
Innovation Way, Discovery Park,
Sandwich, Kent CT13 9FF
UNITED KINGDOM
T: +44 (0)1843 233500
E: customerservices.uk@hornby.com

Be sure to stay up to date with all of
the latest Corgi news including exclusive previews
of new models and behind the scenes info via our
Facebook, Twitter and YouTube pages:

facebook.com/corgidiecast
twitter.com/corgi
youtube.com/officialcorgi

Contact us
If you have any questions about the
ranges in the catalogue, please contact
our Customer Services Team who will be
happy to help.
T: 01843 233525
E: customerservices.uk@hornby.com

